Hope Interfaith Center
July - September 2011

~ A message from Reverend Janice Hope Gorman ~

“Resist Not”

Dear Friends,
I recently had a break-down, but not the kind that many would
call mental illness. I had a break-down of my old operating
system and my old belief system!
On April 20 at 9:00 a.m. during an Easter Holy Week teaching
session with a student, I heard the voice of Jesus Christ say
to me “Resist not.” He continued to tell me to break down
everything except the recognition of the ONE Perfect Power
that exists. Break down the walls of duality and see your
perfection NOW. Come demonstrate, without “Resistance”,
the One true perfect power, which is not contingent upon any
person, place, condition, time of year, or anything but itself.
A demonstration is made when you allow the Truth of the
ONE speak, and this is what I heard: “Beloved Beings of
Perfection, your words are now establishing your forever. See
this — feel this — know this. You are now encompassed by
perfect life, by infinite activity, by all power, by all guidance.
This Power is the power of your perfect Spirit, which is
supplying you at all times. This is what was meant when Jesus
said ‘Fear not I go before you always. Come follow me and I
will take you home.’ Come follow your perfect spirit — which
will lead you to the land of milk and honey. Your Spirit is
filling you now with life and love, and if you follow your spirit
you will find yourself in the Sweet Land during these days of
the great change.”
As you read these words, your old operating system of
thoughts are very subtle, and sometimes when you are hearing
words of your perfection, an argument will rise up against it.
Stop at once and meet those arguments. Refuse to accept them
with your greater Intelligence of the Universal Mind. The
Power of the Infinite is who you are. The only thing that can
hinder this truth that wants to work right through you is the
choice of unbelief. Do not hinder or limit the Holy ONE who
longs to work right through you. “Resist not” — the Power of
the Infinite is who YOU are.
Here is a good meditation for this truth and opportunity to
come to you during this next three months. Please say this
every day, once a day, and see what happens! This will
provide a solid foundation of synergistic words of wisdom to
come together in Unity Consciousness. “Resist Not”:

“OH Mighty ONE, my opportunities are unlimited. The Divine
surges in and through me now. It permeates me; it fills me,
and all people. I am now ready to express myself. My affairs
are in the hands of the Divine. I allow the Divine Spirit of my
perfect ONENESS to handle all of my affairs and decisions
during this time of the Great Shift. My choices are now made
visible with the best ways, methods and means for my greater
expression. My thoughts open all doors for me now, which
is my Key to life. I am one with Infinity, I am one with the
Divine, I am one with the Universe. Today, I surrender. I am
the instrument through which life flows. Blessed Be!”
I look forward to seeing you at any or all events during this
quarter at HIC!
With Pure Heart,
Hope

To my beloved community,
Say Hello to change! We are now passing through a gateway
in our psycho-spiritual development. We are witnessing,
participating in and experiencing the disintegration and
reintegration of the socio-economic and philosophical matrix of
our planet system. We are becoming increasingly aware that we
are co-creators of our own destiny.
Our future at the Hope Interfaith Center is being created NOW
through the choices we are all making. The Center in all of
these changes remains strong and steadfast in its mission to
educate ourselves and others regarding the profound energetic
transformation that is happening in our world today. We will
be saying hello to a new bookkeeper very soon and I will keep
you posted. As we continue to grow as a community the Hope
Interfaith Center will provide invaluable insights and practical
material regarding 2012 and the Ascension process.
A NEW CONSCIOUSNESS IS COMING!
Love, Hope
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~ Hope Interfaith Center ~
114 Pohl Road
Mankato, MN 56001
507-386-1242
email: friend01@hickorytech.net
Visit us at: www.hopeinterfaithcenter.com
Janice Hope Gorman, Minister
Jody Scholtz, Office Manager
Joni Rae O’Connell, Financial Minister
Center Steward: Rev. MaryAnn Morningstar
Health Minister: Rev. Carol Parsley
		
		
		

HIC Board of Directors:
Dean Pettis
Julie Thorleifson
Jo Gangestad Kim Cummings
Kathy Heine
Carol Ann Parsley

For directions to the Center and other information,
see right or please visit us online at:
www.hopeinterfaithcenter.com

~ SPIRITUAL SERVICES ~

Second Sunday of every month • 10:00 a.m.
Hope Interfaith Center
facilitated by Hope
The Hope Interfaith Center holds a spiritual service the
second Sunday of each month. We open our arms to all to
come together and recognize that we are ONE in the eyes of
CREATION! All Sacred Pathways Are Honored. Come and
invite a friend!
Sunday, July 10 – “The Jewel Eye”
Sunday, August 14 – “Enjoy = In Joy”
Sunday, September 11 – “Group Force Field of Love!
			
The Transmission Team”

Sunday “Salons”

Third Sunday of the month • 10:00 a.m.
Hope Interfaith Center

These gatherings will give us an opportunity to connect,
discuss the previous week’s worship topic, and share our
spiritual journeys. We will have coffee made and water for tea!
“Salons” will be held:
Sunday, July 17
Sunday, August 21
Sunday, September 18

~ All Sacred Pathways Honored ~

Directions to The Hope Interfaith Center
114 Pohl Road, Mankato

From the West:
Highway 14 East to Highway 22 South
Turn right on Hoffman Rd. (past East High School, cross Victory Dr.)
Hoffman Road becomes Glenwood Avenue (curvy road)
Turn left onto Pohl Rd.
The Center is the deep magenta building on the right corner
From the East:
Highway 14 West to Highway 22 South
Turn right on Hoffman Rd. (past East High School, cross Victory Dr.)
Hoffman Road becomes Glenwood Avenue (curvy road)
Turn left onto Pohl Rd.
The Center is the deep magenta building on the right corner
From the North:
Highway 169 South to Highway 22 South (one block past the last
stop light in St. Peter)
Turn right on Hoffman Rd. (past East High School, cross Victory Dr.)
Hoffman Road becomes Glenwood Avenue (curvy road)
Turn left onto Pohl Rd.
The Center is the deep magenta building on the right corner
From the South:
Highway 169 North to Riverfront exit
Turn right onto Riverfront Dr. (past West High School)
Turn right onto Stoltzman Rd. (follow this road and signs to MSU)
Turn left onto Stadium Rd. (drive up hill past MSU)
Turn left onto Pohl Rd. (twin homes on corner)
The Center is deep magenta, the last building on the corner

Suggested Donation Prices for Spiritual Counseling

The suggested donation for spiritual counseling is $50.00 in
person and $55.00 for phone readings ($5.00 for postage).
Remember that we are a non-profit spiritual center, therefore
your donations are tax deductible.

*** IT’S IMPORTANT TO RSVP ***

Please RSVP for gatherings by calling or emailing your intention
to attend. It’s a really nice thing to do for yourself and it helps in
our planning. Thank you!
When you come to the Center, we would ask that you remove
your shoes if possible. There are mats and cubbies that will
hold your shoes. This is not only to help keep the Center clean
but it is also a way of honoring the sacredness of the space.
Thank you.
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~ NEW Moon Groups ~
A PERSONAL INVITATION TO GATHER
AT THE TIME WHEN THE MOON
HAS THE POWER TO MANIFEST!
Change is upon us!
Take a look at our new moon groups!
(Please note: due to the July 4th holiday weekend,
there will be no New Moon Gathering in July.)

The new moon is the birthing cycle of the moon’s various phases. The new moon phase is an OPTIMAL time for planning
and seeding your intentions that you want to grow. The power of new frequencies is upon us and so the change to monthly
New Moon gatherings is very important. Seedlings need a period of gestation before they break through the soil and reach
for the sunlight this is the reason why we meet in the evenings. The dark side of the moon, with its mysterious unseen forces
offers a nurturing environment where our intentions can establish roots before their miraculous manifestations begins to
sprout and reach out to the stars.
Exciting speakers will come to HIC during the New Moons to plant new ideas and give you new information, which will
help us on our journey into 2012. They will share their varied journeys, their adventures from different parts of our planet,
their passions and talents. Come and give them a wonderful welcome as you receive seeds of information.
Please join us during these new moons as we create a NEW WORLD.
Please RSVP at least one week before the gatherings, which will be held at HIC unless otherwise noted. (Please note: due to
the July 4th holiday weekend, there will be no New Moon Gathering in July.)

August New Moon

Monday, August 1 • 7:00 p.m.
Hope Interfaith Center
Introduction to Islam
facilitated by Muhammad A. Khaliq

The religion of Islam will be described in perspective of previous
religious beliefs, the fundamentals of Islam, the teachings of
Islam based on its five pillars of belief, the teachings of Holy
book Qur’aan, the Hadith (the traditions of the Holy Prophet
Muhammad (peace and blessings of god be upon him), how
Muslims practice the teachings of the Holy Qur’aan in relation
to traditions of the Prophet Muhammad, the distinctive features
of the Holy Qur’aan - such as rights of God, rights of human,
respect for other religions and their scripture, love for humanity
irrespective of religious beliefs, rights of women, seeking
knowledge, Jehad, creating a harmonious society resulting in
universal religion, war and no place for terrorism, respecting
humanity. After the presentation Muhummad will be happy to
answer questions.

September New Moon

Thursday, September 22 • 7:00 p.m.
Hope Interfaith Center
Rite of the Autumnal Equinox
Come and join us as we celebrate the wonder and power of the
Autumnal Equinox! Since the equinox begins at 4:04 a.m. this
year, we will meet the evening before to prepare for this next
quarter. The autumnal equinox opens the cycle of the Year of
the Soul for all who wish to attune to the true Mysteries. With
the harvest ending, we are indeed creating a ‘New Year’ in
the cycle of manifestation and we are given the opportunity
to plant again with the understanding that what we plant will
germinate, take root, sprout and then be harvested, only to
begin the cycle again! So, as the sun is shifting with this
equinox, let us shift inward, toward the heart, the seat of our
Divine, and begin to cleanse and made ready for new birth!
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~ Gatherings and Opportunities ~
HIC — A Place of Healing Renewal

“He who has health has hope and he who has hope has everything”

Rev. Carol Ann Parsley is delighted to share the news of her new
Holistic Health Practice this fall at HIC. She has been studying
and working toward certification as a Health Counselor/Coach.
Carol Ann offers a whole new concept of helping people heal
through the knowledge of “primary foods.” Her own health
testimonies are amazing to hear! She is a woman that has been
through the school of hard knocks and now she rocks!
She will be offering free consultations to all members/friends
of HIC. Watch for upcoming emails for a free coupon for a
consultation with Rev. Carol Ann Parsley.

Serenity Support Group

Hope Interfaith Center
facilitated by Judy Mosca
(suggested love donation: $5.00 per gathering)
The Serenity Support Group is open to all who are seeking
peace in the midst of these challenging times. SSG meets most
Wednesdays, beginning at 12:30 p.m. For further information
and/or to register and get the schedule, please call Judy Mosca at
507-387-4629, Heart of Peace Spiritual Companionship.

Monthly Spiritual Study

(refer to the calendar for dates)
Hope Interfaith Center
facilitated by Hope
(suggested love donation: $5.00 per gathering)
Are you ready to fully awaken from the dream?

Ready or not, you are waking up! The journey of many millennia
is about to expand into infinite expressions, and you can be part
of the solution if you like. Choice is a gift, and this is a time of
great decisions. Every day you must make countless choices.
This powerful energetic tool that we call choice is the natural
evolution of free will. All these life choices that you have made
so far pale in comparison to the choice that is upon you now.
During each Spiritual Studies class in this quarter we will use as
a circle of information and meditation to reach higher levels
of consciousness. With each class you will leave with an exercise
that presents and illustrates a straightforward process that will
open you up to your own divine portal of Oneness connection.
As many of you know, I have been working on the scene of the
Consciousness Movement since I have been a young girl. I am
now told to help people to prepare for Ascension. These groups
will be dedicated and designed to embody the energies of total
LOVE. Please RSVP for these groups.

Providence Partners

(refer to the calendar for dates)
Hope Interfaith Center

This financial investment group meets monthly to study
smart and conscious investments, and investing as a group.
There are still a few spaces open for new investors. Call
Joe Gilbert at 507-317-3966 for more information.

Relationship Group

(refer to the calendar for dates)
Hope Interfaith Center
facilitated by Hope

It is said that deep inside each and every one of us lurks the
romantic, and this feeling, this unspoken aspiration of love,
never really dies. We invite you and your beloved to join us for
this wonderful, fun, joyful group of married couples, engaged
couples and dating couples. In a world where we get too busy
that we forget about the most important person in our life,
this group is for you. We focus on making our relationships
better and we do not focus on the problems at all. We are all
dedicated to making our great relationships even greater! We
believe that the power of our love is a beautiful example of
how we make this world a better place to live. We are very low
key in this group and are finding that we are laughing a lot as
we focus on JOY and CELEBRATING our LOVE!
We have completed studying two books and now we are taking
turns as couples facilitating the group. Rev. Carol Ann and her
husband Mark will be doing our June group. Come join us!

Journaling

(refer to the calendar for dates)
Hope Interfaith Center
facilitated by Klea Brewton Fitzgerald and Judy Mosca
You are invited to join Klea and Judy for an evening of
journaling. Learn new techniques and continue on with your
own journaling discipline – what a great way to gain insight
to your own wisdom and guidance! Bring your notebook or
journal and a writing utensil. Newcomers are always welcome!

Toning for Transformation,
Tranquility and Transcendence
(No gatherings until October)

The Time Returns

(No gatherings until October)
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Monday Morning Wellness Circle
Mondays • 9:30 a.m.
(refer to email announcements for dates)
No gathering when HIC is closed
Hope Interfaith Center
facilitated by Lois Weber
(suggested love donation: $5 per gathering)

Join Lois and others for some Drumming and Qigong! We will
learn, practice and receive qigong. Lois will guide the group in
meditation and energy work. You need not have taken Qigong
classes to attend and participate.
Come to the Circle and receive/share unconditional love. Call
Lois if you have questions 507-327-9250.

Men’s Group

Wednesdays • 5:30 to 6:30 p.m.
(refer to the calendar for dates)
Hope Interfaith Center
facilitated by Bob Dickhudt
A Men’s group, with the purpose of increasing Spiritual
Awareness, began this past November. Various methods
— including music, visualizations, meditation, discussion,
literature and others — will be used as determined by the group.
Bob Dickhudt, a long time friend of Hope’s, leads this group.
Bob has a background in music (guitar and voice) and
is devoted to his spiritual growth and awareness, having
participated in numerous personal retreats.
This group meets every other week. If you have any questions,
contact Bob at 507-779 -6971.

Integration Classes for 2011!

July 9 and October 8 • 10:00 a.m. to noon
Hope Interfaith Center
facilitated by Hope
Please mark your calendars for the three Integration Classes
that will be offered this year. These classes are for all who are
registered for and receiving the Monthly Teaching CDs.

Celebration of the Divine Feminine

July 23 • 6:30 to 9:00 p.m.
Hope Interfaith Center
facilitated by Mary Lou Nelson and Jan Uhlencamp
For thousands of years around the globe, the Divine
Feminine has been honored in the form of Goddesses. One
could call these Goddesses and their qualities primordial
symbols as they are held deep within our souls.
Come join us on July 23, Mary Magdalene’s Feast Day,
and to honor her as the Holy Grail, a symbol of the ageless

wisdom of the Divine Feminine and vessel of healing. Come
to remember and celebrate how her life still lives within us!
“Oh, Goddess, Source of Gods and Mortals, All Fertile, Mother
of All, Who brings forth the bounteous fruits and flowers of the
earth. All variety of Maiden, Mother, Crone. Around you fly the
stars and moons! Come, celebrate with us!”

Energy Teachings with
Christina Rose and Rev. Hope Gorman

Wednesdays July 27, August 3, August 10, August 17
3:00 to 4:30 p.m.
Hope Interfaith Center
Please RSVP by July 20
(suggested love donation: $12.00 per gathering)
“The Power of Group Energy Work”
• To develop awareness of group gifts from the Masters.
• To serve as a body of the God/Goddess Consciousness.
• To learn how to hold High Frequency in times of change.
• To better understand the Law of Attraction.
• To understand the Split in Realities that is happening now.
• To actively begin remembering your Origins.
• To develop powerful integration tools of the Ascension
Energies.
The DNA Codes of Light are activating and propelling us
forward to actualize the conscious experience as one Solar
Body of Omnipresence. Our personalities are temporary
and our emotions, our minds and our bodies are simply
instruments to be used by Essence.
It is time to remember our origins from the stars and that we
come from Eternal Light. We will help you remember that
you do not have to strive to evolve. We are already evolved.
We are pure and holy by our own true natures. We are
preparing for the birth of a new star and its avatar race.
Come and learn about energy and how to hold a high
frequency during this time of the great shift. We will
be teaching from both our experiences and the books
“Frequency” by Penny Peirce, “The Vortex “ by Jerry and
Ester Hicks, and “2012 Awakening” by Sri Ram Kaa and
Kira Raa.
Christina Rose is multi-dimensional being who has worked
for more than 40 years preparing both humanity and Gaia for
the transition of consciousness that is occurring this year and
next. She has experienced sacred sites on six continents and
worked with the Masters of Light, the spacial beings from
many parts of our universe that are supporting humanity’s
evolution (both carnate and incarnate), as well as the angelic
and element beings. She will join us here at the HIC via
Skype from Northern California during these sessions. What
an opportunity to have during this time!
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Qissage Class - Spring Forest Qigong
August 1 • 9:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Hope Interfaith Center
facilitated by Mary Zelmer
(Cost: $65 / Retake Fee: $40)

This is a fun class and a “hands on” experience. Bring a friend!
Prior Qigong experience is not necessary. Qissage is used to
activate the flow of energy throughout the body to promote
healing. Key energy points on the body are stimulated in a specific
order with a gentle touch, to open energy channels and restore the
flow of energy to the body’s, organs, muscles and nervous system.
Anyone can learn it and it is a wonderful gift to share with yourself
or loved ones: it helps with headaches, digestion, heart, lung and
liver issues, memory and fear, and relaxes and vitalizes the body.
You will love it and your friends will too.
Mary Zelmer is the facilitator; she is a certified Spring Forest
Qigong instructor in three Spring Forest Qigong disciplines,
including Level One for Health, Level Two for Healing and
Qissage. Mary enjoys working with individuals and groups. To
register: email Mary Zelmer at: mzelmerqigong@aol.com
or call 952-215-2027.

“KUNDALINI” Documentary Screening
and Talk by Filmmaker Nitin S. Adsul
Saturday, September 17 • 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Hope Interfaith Center
(a love donation will be accepted)

It is self evident that all humans are created equal, yet
some perform extraordinary achievements and others live
a life of emptiness never reaching their full potential.
There is a force that everyone is entitled to, that can
bring the fulfillment his or her lives desire. All humans
have this powerful resource available within them called
“Kundalini”, which is an energy that lies dormant most
of the time at the base of the spine. Activating and
awakening this force leads to a higher consciousness and
true nature of a person bringing peace and harmony in
life. Kundalini is the source of power that the world’s
most beloved artists, composers, poets and writers may
have tapped into. However, this untapped powerful
resource available for centuries within every human body
is still unexplained, mysterious and kept secret till today.
We invite you to join filmmaker Nitin S. Adsul. He will
talk on his own experiences with this energy, the many
pitfalls and challenges during the process of unlocking
this powerful resource. He will explain the phenomenon
of unlocking this energy, the symptoms of activation, and
principals of safeties to be followed during the activation.
Please RSVP by Tuesday, September 13.

Couple’s Retreat: Co-Creating New
Relationships for the New World
Friday, September 23 • 7:00 p.m.
to Sunday, September 25 • noon

Holy Spirit Retreat Center, Janesville, MN
RSVP required by Sept. 15th!!!
Facilitated by Rev. Hope
I invite you to experience the first couple’s retreat sponsored
by Hope Interfaith Center! Having lovingly worked hard
on my own marriage with Paul for 26 years, and having
fostered a Relationship Group here at HIC, I am excited to
facilitate and participate in a weekend retreat for couples!
The theme will be “co-creating new relationships for our
new world” and we will spend time looking at our love
relationships through many different lenses and becoming
aware of how the world and our evolving consciousness
is asking us to shift and open to new levels within our
significant relationships!
We will gather at the wonderful retreat center on Lake
Elysian outside of Janesville, MN, for 40 hours of creation
as couples. Whether you are dating, engaged or married,
you are welcome to share in this weekend. Couples only,
please.
Rooms are private, food will be shared, and you will
receive detailed information about such things after you
are registered. There is a set cost of $120 per couple that
is donated directly to Holy Spirit Retreat Center, which
covers the $30/per person/per night suggested donation by
the Center. There will also be a free will love donation for
my teachings. Register soon as there is room for only 15
couples. I look forward to spending a meaningful weekend
with my husband and you!

Book Reflection, Part 4 - The End
“Women, Food and God” by Geneen Roth
Saturday, September 24 • 10:00 a.m. - noon
Hope Interfaith Center
facilitated by Deb Nelson
“When you believe in yourself more than you
believe in food to take care of your emotions,
then you will lose weight!”
We will listen to the last part of the CD of Women, Food
and God and discuss the journey we have been on when it
comes to food and loving our bodies. Although this will
be the last of this book discussion if there is interest we can
continue to meet once every quarter to discuss the journey of
loving ourselves and working on transition of taking care of
our bodies. We welcome Deb Nelson who, after reading this
book, changed her life completely. All are welcome!
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To Heal Thy Health

Thursday, September 29 • 7:00 p.m.
Hope Interfaith Center
facilitated by Rev. Carol Ann Parsley and
guest speaker Jan Taplin with Chrysalis Chiropractic
(suggested love donation: $5.00)
Jan Taplin grew up suffering with headaches. She had trouble
concentrating in school, and got average grades as a result.
She grew up thinking she was not smart because she never got
on the honor roll. She enjoyed art, so chose to major in Art
when she went to college at age 18. The headaches became
migraines which were so severe, that she was contemplating
ending her life.
She had seen a chiropractor during high school for her
headaches, so she decided to try a chiropractor where she was
attending college. She learned from the chiropractor that the
body has the ability to heal itself, but sometimes gets stuck,
and causes stress on the nervous system.
The chiropractor made adjustments and eventually, Jan was
headache free. Not only was she headache free, but she also
felt healthier than she had in years. Her housemates would
get the flu, sore throats, colds, but Jan was symptom free;
all because her nervous system was functioning at its full
potential, thus allowing her immune system to function at its
full potential.
Jan will share her journey and her story with all who attend.
This presentation will discuss ways to find peace and harmony,
which results in optimal health.

Peace, Pass It On! 4th Annual Peace Walk
October 1 • 10:00 a.m. registration
Hope Interfaith Center

Mankato Area Fair Trade Town Initiative

To our friends at HIC...We value the support you give to Fair
Trade, personally and as a place of spiritual connection. MAFTTI
is just two years old. We are making progress toward Mankato
and North Mankato becoming Fair Trade Towns. There are now
23 in the USA, the latest is Chicago. Soon there will be 1,000
globally. Please keep purchasing Fair Trade goods where you can.
If you have a Facebook account please connect with us by going to
www.maftti.org. Even better, contact me as your church link with
MAFTTI and get involved. Thanks!
~ Klea and the MAFTTI Steering Committee.

Goodbye from Christine Kile

It is with some wistfulness that I leave my office at HIC. It has
been a beautiful experience to be part of the HIC staff and to
be able to offer Reiki and psychotherapy counseling as part of
this spiritual community. I will continue to be available to you
as you have need! I can be reached at (507)382-7364. Thank
you for your support while I was at HIC and I hope I am able
to be of service to any of you in the future.

FUN-raising Opportunities!
Hot Dog Stand - Cub Foods East, Mankato
Monday-Thursday, August 15-18
10:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
In the heat of the summer in Minnesota, there is nothing like
visiting a hot dog stand! This is also a fun and successful way
to generate funds. We will need your help — please volunteer
for a 2-hour shift. Kim Stanton-Cummings is heading this
event. Email her at ofthemoments@gmail.com or call her at
507-345-6563. There will also be a sign up sheet at HIC!

Meet at Hope Interfaith Center! At 10:30 we will begin our
walk on a charted course of 1.5 miles. During the walk,
you will be able to be silent and meditate on Peace within
ourselves and the world, or walk with groups and share in
fellowship. What a great opportunity for you to gather your
friends together to take a walk with a greater purpose!

Silent Auction Fundraiser!
Sunday, September 11-Tuesday, October 25
HIC Great Room
You will find many tables set up with a myriad of wonderful
items! Come and place a bid, but check back often if you wish
to win the bid.

Upon returning to HIC, a Peace Pole will also be presented
to an organization in our community! This organization will
be announced at a later date. As a not of history, HIC has
purchased and gifted Peace Poles on our Pilgrimages to Israel,
Turkey, and Palestine during the past 6 years and we have also
given peace poles to several area organizations!

1st Annual Fall FUNraising Yard Sale here at HIC!
Friday, August 26 from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Saturday, August 27 from 8:00 am to 2:00 p.m.
Your donations of gently used saleable items will make
this yard sale a HUGE success! Please bring your items on
Sunday, August 14, after Salon. We will be putting items in the
entrance of the Great Room. On Thursday, August 25, please
leave your items under the tents on the HIC yard. Please Call
Kim at 507-345-6563 if you need to make other arrangements
for a drop off. Thank you for your contributions!

At the Hope Interfaith Center you will also be able to examine
and perhaps bid on the items in our month long silent auction,
which will run from Sept.11 – October 25! Come, even if you
are not interested in the walk, to help plant our Peace Pole and
celebrate in an attitude of Peace!
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...MESSAGES FROM HOPE...
Appointments for 2012
Over the many years it has been an honor to help many people prepare for the shift. I have taught you many things
and shared many prophecies, many of which have come true and some of which are yet to come. We have been
given prophecy at this time in history because it is very important for our personal evolution here on earth. What
prophecies do: they point out possibilities and energetic potentials. Prophecies are only given to Humans to help
them understand that energetic change is on its way, which means many changes have taken place in our world
and will continue to do so and these changes give us all an opportunity to become fully awakened.
Nostradamus......Biblical revelations....Hopi prophecy...... the end of the Kali Yuga.....the Mayan calendar — the
range of prophetic information about this very moment in our collective history is extensive. Most likely you are
familiar with at least one if not all of the above-mentioned, and many other widely circulated information about
how important these days are. This moment of time is a journey that you decided to participate in a long time
ago, or you wouldn’t be on this planet at this time. Perhaps you are one of the many who, since birth, have always
had a feeling or knowing about our world and its immediate future. There is great strength in the recognition that
everything in our world is rapidly escalating to a heightened sense of presence that pervades our lives at this time.
We can all agree that our world cannot go on the way things are.
My teachings have taught you that love is the strongest force in the universe, and that love, when embraced
for the joy that it is, will nurture all. Know if you are reading this, that perhaps you are being called to make
appointments with me for next year. Although I would tell you to test everything I say through your own
discernment.
It is important to trust your instincts in this coming year of 2012. It is my hope to inspire us all to align our lives
to our own authentic knowing and discover that we are indeed Divine Co-creators. At the Hope Interfaith Center
we remind you that you are accessible to inner wisdom that will help you find your way through the challenges
ahead.
So, if you have been looking for a Spiritual teacher who has integrity and abilities to access information from the
Matrix of the golden web that we are all a part of, perhaps this is the year to connect with me on a regular basis.
Each appointment will give you information and guidance and perhaps different exercises or suggestions to help
you raise your full potential of what I call now your brain body.
More people than ever before have a conscious understanding of the Law of Attraction and know the spiritual
energy can affect our physical world. For just a moment take what you are reading into prayer and consider
the extraordinary opportunity that this time offers in having a Spiritual teacher. This is the time where we are
being presented facts about our world that are giving us an opportunity to finally and completely wake up from
complicacy in all of its forms and this is cause for true celebration!
There will also be limited openings for two -hour appointments. The first hour is a teaching session followed by
an hour on the healing table invoking the Angel Cornucopia to help us reach our full brain body potential. We are
never without power to invoke positive maximum change in our lives as well as in the world. These appointments
are for those who are preparing for their ascension and are dedicated to planetary lightwork as well as for personal
change. These appointments are powerful and one should know that they are not to be taken lightly.
As always, I am dedicated to helping anyone who would like to reduce conflict and to create peace and tranquility
in their lives and in the lives of others. We reduce conflict when we let go of the ego and remember who we are.
Love, Hope

Beginning September 6, you may call 507-386-1242 to make 2012 appointments with Hope.
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Goodbye, Joni!

I would like to say goodbye to my friend and
bookkeeper, Ms. Joni O’Connell, as she will be leaving
the bookkeeping position at the Hope Interfaith Center
this summer.
When one feels an internal shift, a new chapter of
one’s life begins. We are all aware of the cosmic shifts
of change and once again this change is happening at
HIC. I want to thank you, Joni, for the journey that we
have shared from the very beginning of this center. I
have enjoyed our time together as we worked to create
a place where people could come and call HIC their
spiritual home. It has been filled with experiences I
didn’t even know existed! You have been the person
who has been in charge of keeping the books and
dealing with the bank and all that goes with a nonprofit
center – this is a position that no one truly understands
within a community for it is a foundational, ‘quiet’ kind
of job.
You have been a constant source of believing in the
HIC mission and believing in ME and for this I will
always be eternally thankful. You have helped me be
free to do my work at the center, which is to create new
programs and help more people. Without your help we
could never have moved to 114 Pohl Rd! This inner
freedom allowed me to move on to my new and deeper
levels of work with Spirit. I could not have done it
without you!
Now my wish for you is freedom to move to your next
level and to create the next chapter of your life! This
is a time when we are all reviewing our journals and
re-entering goals, dreams and wishes that are filled with
much more peace and serenity.You have many choices
in front of you, my friend. My prayer is that you spend
time nurturing yourself and experiment this Summer
until you find the right combination that works just for
you!
You have served this center very well. So blessings, my
friend, as you travel on.
Love, Mother Hope
HIC Community, I invite you to send Ms. Joni
O’Connell a thank you card of blessing for all of the
work she has done behind the scenes for the Hope
Interfaith Center! Please send cards to:
Joni O’Connell
1010 Allison Lane
St. Peter, MN 56082

What is a Love Donation?
Recently, one of our community members asked: “What
does Love Donation mean?” I was surprised by the question!
Having been a non-profit for over 6 years, I assumed that all
who were associated with Hope Interfaith Center knew what
those words meant.
So, a new opportunity is before me to share what those words
mean to me. As a not for profit Center, HIC is not able to
charge for any services or events. We are sustained purely by
donations (which are tax deductible) and grants. That being
said, many people still want to know what to give. And so the
term ‘love donation’ came to be used to let our community
know what would be appreciated. The word ‘love’ is placed
before the word donation because the vibration of that word
is of utmost importance in the work that HIC does! In the
newsletter or in the weekly emails pertaining to our calendar
events, you will see suggested amounts. For counseling
sessions with me, $50 is suggested — a bit more if it is a
long distance call and CD mailing is involved. Sometimes
for other gatherings, there will be a suggestion of a differing
amount, depending on what is involved. Of course, nothing is
EXPECTED, for our mission is to serve those who walk into
this temple on the hill. But all is APPRECIATED, deeply and
fully! We would not be here, doing this wonderful work, if it
weren’t for you!
Love and Light, Hope

THANK YOU!

Hearty thanks to all who helped at HIC last quarter!
We want to thank Paul Gorman, Scott Tower and Bob Dickhudt
for removing the big brush pile from our parking lot! Thank
you to Andrew Cummings for always lending a helping hand
when we have been in need for a volunteer, no matter what the
call! Our hearts also want to thank Mark Parsley for fixing
the upstairs faucet in the bathroom! We are so grateful for all
who volunteered food and/or helped serve the Sunday Noon
Meal at the Salvation Army on May Day: Kim, Andrew, and
Austin Cummings, Brad Bass, Paul and Janice Gorman, Klea
Brewton-Fitzgerald, Jody Scholtz and her Mother-in-law Donna
Scholtz, Elin Cory, Anita, Kelsey, and Kassidy Markhum, Judy
Mosca, Deb Nelson, Betsy and Jim Neek, Amy Lovejoy and her
son Tyler Lovejoy, Tom Licklider, Angela Anderson, and Pam
Willard. We are very thankful for Amy Cardamone-Rayner’s
donation of plants to help us beautify our yard! As always, we
also appreciate all those who help out around HIC without even
being asked!! Simple gifts such as putting chairs away, helping
in the kitchen after Sunday Service, emptying garbage, etc. — all
of those actions are witnessed and appreciated! We have many
projects going on here at HIC and we have been so blessed with
all the volunteers for these various projects, as we will announce
our thanks and gratitude in our next newsletter.

All sacred pathways honored
~ Calendar of Events ~

Please RSVP for all events: 507-386-1242
Visit www.hopeinterfaithcenter.com for a printable calendar of events
July
6, 13, 20, 27 Serenity Group 12:30 p.m.
7 Providence Partners 7:00 p.m.
9 CD Integration Class 10 a.m.
10 Spiritual Service 10 a.m.
13, 27 Men’s Group 5:30 p.m.
17 Sunday Salon 10 a.m.
19 Journaling 7 p.m.
21 Relationship Group 7 p.m.
23 Mary Magdalene Feast 6:30 p.m.
26 Spiritual Study 7 p.m.
27 Energy Teachings 3 p.m.

August
1 Qissage 9:30 a.m.
1	New Moon Service “ Introduction to
Islam ” 7 p.m.
3,10,17,24,31 Serenity Group 12:30 p.m.
3,10,17 Energy Teachings 3 p.m.
4 Providence Partners 7 p.m.
10,24 Men’s Group 5:30 p.m.
14 Spiritual Service 10 a.m.
16 Journaling 7 p.m.
18 Relationship Group
21 Sunday Salon 10 a.m.

NOTE: HIC is closed July 4-5. Calendar
events will continue to take place.

NOTE: HIC is closed August 22September 5. Calendar events will
continue to take place.

September
1 Providence Partners 7 p.m.
7,14,21,28 Serenity Group 12:30 p.m.
7,21 Men’s Group 5:30 p.m.
11 Spiritual Service 10 a.m.
15 Relationship Group 7 p.m.
17	Documentary Film Screening
“Kundalini” 9 a.m.
18 Sunday Salon 10 a.m.
20 Journaling 7.p.m.
22 Equinox Service 7 p.m.
23–25 Couple’s Retreat
24 Book Reflection 10 a.m.
27 Spiritual Study 7 p.m.
29 To Heal Thy Health 7 p.m.

www.hopeinterfaithcenter.com
friend01@hickorytech.net
Hope Interfaith Center
Reverend Janice Hope Gorman
114 Pohl Road
Mankato, MN 56001

